This fact sheet provides local government authorities and applicants with information about construction dewatering and which approvals may be required to authorise dewatering. It also helps those seeking development consent to determine whether a development application is an integrated development application because of the need to obtain approvals relating to dewatering.

What is construction dewatering?

Construction work that requires excavation (such as basements, tunnels and trenches) can often encounter groundwater, particularly where the groundwater table is high or the excavation is particularly deep. Where construction activities will interfere with groundwater aquifers, the groundwater will either build up on the construction site (and potentially adjoining land) or will need to be extracted from the water table. In either case, the groundwater will need to be removed (by bore, pump or other means) - this is referred to as dewatering.

The removal of the groundwater from its water source and the taking/using of water (even if the take and use is for disposal) may require approval under the Water Management Act 2000 (WMA).

Where a development application is lodged for development which requires approvals under the WMA, the development will be an integrated development and local government authorities will typically manage the WMA approval process in conjunction with WaterNSW.

All construction activities that will impact on groundwater aquifers should be referred to WaterNSW as part of the integrated development process to streamline the assessment processes. From 1 January 2020, this should be done via the NSW Planning Portal at https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au.

If the need for WMA approvals only becomes apparent following development consent, applicants should be referred directly to WaterNSW.

What approvals are likely to be required to dewater a construction site?

The following approvals are likely required under the WMA to dewater a site:

1. **Water supply work approval** to construct and use the work(s) required to remove, transport, store, and dispose of the water from a groundwater source, e.g. pumps, bores drainage works.

2. **Water access licence (WAL)** which will authorise a licence holder to take water from a specific groundwater source. WALs usually have an allocation of water attached to them which determines the amount of water that can be taken. Usually, this is in the form of units. The Minister for Water determines annually the amount of water (in megalitres (ML)) which a unit represents for a year. Usually, 1 unit represents 1 ML.

   Typically, a WAL has a NIL allocation when it is first issued. A WAL and/or units for a WAL, or the annual allocations referable to a particular unit, can be purchased in the market for the relevant water source. Importantly, a WAL is not an approval which is part of the integrated development process. It must be addressed separately.

3. **Water use approval** to use or dispose of the water taken from the groundwater source.
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Both work approvals and water use approvals under the WMA trigger the integrated development process. When a development application (DA) requires either of these approvals, the DA must be referred to WaterNSW.

Some particular dewatering activities may be exempt from the above requirements. There are certain requirements that the applicant must meet and comply with in order to take advantage of the exemptions. Refer to the Exemptions fact sheet for more information.

Approvals under the WMA to construct and use work(s) to remove groundwater require a dewatering management plan.

What happens once an application is submitted to WaterNSW?

WaterNSW refers all construction dewatering applications to the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE).

Once received, DPIE undertakes a hydrogeological assessment of the application and provides a hydrogeological report to WaterNSW.

WaterNSW considers the hydrogeological report as part of the assessment process to assist in determining whether the WMA approvals should be granted.

Information required for DPIE to undertake a hydrogeological assessment

- Geotechnical investigation report describing the results of intrusive investigations at the site
- Survey plan of the site
- Architectural plan illustrating accurate design dimensions of the proposed basement and sections (oriented approximately at right angles) illustrating the design depth of the proposed basement(s).
- Environmental site assessment report identifying the contamination status of the property and the general quality characteristics of the groundwater beneath the site.
- Acid sulfate soils assessment and management report identifying the nature, extent and management of acid sulfate soils (where present).

If additional information is required, WaterNSW will contact the applicant directly.

General terms of approvals

Once WaterNSW has received the hydrogeological report for the application and considered all relevant matters, it will determine whether the WMA approvals can be granted.

If the approvals are granted for integrated development, WaterNSW will provide the local council with general terms of approval (GTAs). View the General terms of approval fact sheet for more information.

If the local council proposes to grant development consent for the DA, then it must include the WaterNSW GTAs as conditions of the development consent.

The applicant must still separately apply to WaterNSW for the relevant WMA approvals for the particular activity. However, the WMA approvals will be required to be granted in accordance with the development consent.

What if more time is needed to complete dewatering?

WaterNSW typically grants WMA approvals for dewatering activities for a period of two years. If there are issues completing dewatering within two years, the applicant may submit an application to extend the approval.

If an extension is warranted, WaterNSW will generally extend the approval for a further 12 months. The applicant will be required to submit an interim report to confirm the construction activity is underway. The interim report requires the same information as the completion report. Please refer to the Completion report fact sheet for more information.

Approvals must usually be extended before the expiry date of the original approval. Approvals which have expired without extension may be referred to NRAR for investigation.

More information

Contact our Customer Service team on 1300 662 077 or email Customer.Helpdesk@waternsw.com.au